Ticket Reconciliation
Software
Ticket balancing for cage, kiosk and soft count rooms

Reconcile redeemed
tickets efficiently.
Save significant time
in your cage, kiosk and
count rooms.

TRS saves time and reduces errors
over manual processing
Some casino departments, however, do not
have access to technology that extracts
dollar amounts from tickets and use other
methods.

The TRS solution eliminates manual labor
and consolidates processes. Customers
can improve accuracy, increase efficiency
and free up time for more value-added
tasks by using the fully automated casino
ticket reconciliation system.

The new Ticket Reconciliation Software
(TRS) for JetScan iFX® i100 and i200
scanners matches casino ticket validation
numbers with dollar amounts, making
it easy to generate accurate reports for
balancing and auditing while remaining
compliant with gaming regulations.

Match totals with non-invasive
access to ticket tracking systems
For more than a decade, Cummins Allison
has offered dependable ticket processing
equipment capable of collecting piece
counts and validation numbers for printed
reports and file exporting. Exported ticket
files are sent to host ticketing systems,
which match dollar amounts with the
validation numbers contained in the
exported file.

In some cases, personnel are manually
adding values printed on tickets to
generate a tape total. While performing
10-key addition to derive a total is a
solution, the process is errorprone and
requires time that could be better spent
serving a casino customer’s needs.

Ticket Reconciliation
Software at a glance
• Associate dollar amounts with
ticket validation numbers
transmitted by JetScan iFX i100
or i200 devices
• Create various types of reports
such as cashier, shift and day reports reflecting totals for ticket data
• Review ticket status (redeemed, duplicate, etc.).
• Edit or delete a batch for reprocessing
• Perform post-processing correction of the validation number and
amount by using a ticket image

Ticket Reconciliation Software report
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To learn more about how Ticket
Reconciliation Software can help your
property’s operations save significant
time and reduce errors, please visit
cumminsallison.com/i100i200tickets
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Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. We also offer a complete
line of full-function automated teller machines (ATMs). Our leadership in technology and product innovation spans more than 125 years. Cummins Allison serves the
majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers
would recommend our products and services.
The company holds more than 350 patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes hundreds of local
representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, wholly-owned subsidiaries in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Ireland and Australia and is
represented in more than 70 countries around the world.
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